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Security
While all three models physically prevent entry via naturally
occurring gaps outside of your entry control system, the
freestanding model is also equipped with a tamper alarm that
detects if the infill is moved.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Post dimensions
Fixed model:

Materials

Cable Access

	Post

	Panels:

	3.94”x.63”

mm)

Accessories

Fastlane® Infill
System
Supplemental barrier used with
Fastlane turnstiles
With a design aesthetic that matches Fastlane turnstiles, the

Height: 38” (965

	Diameter:
	Base

mm)

1.9” (48 mm)

Diameter: 5” (125

Panel width

Panel height

Post Configurations
(fixed Infill only)

	19.7”

	Standard

	Posts

(500 mm), post
center to post center

	39.4”

(1000 mm)

	Custom

width up to
39.4”(1000 mm)

Free-standing Model
Options:
(500 mm)

	39.4”

(1000 mm)

the flow of traffic.

Wall Mounted:

single glass for small gaps up to 20 inches (500 mm) pedestals.

and fittings:
brushed stainless steel

2 x M10 fixings
(fixed-only)

	19.7”

Standing Infill System, and a Wall Mounted infill comprising of a

(100x16mm)

	Posts

	Fixings:

Fastlane Infill system is a sleek and effective method for controlling

The system is available in 3 versions. A Fixed Infill System, a Free

.4” (10 mm
clear toughened glass

height for all
models is - 39” (1000
mm)

	Fixed/

Wall Mounted
infill fullheight: 70.9”
(1800 mm)

can be
configured as middle
or end pieces as well
as at 90 or 135 angles

	For

gaps up to 20” (500
mm) wide

	Minimum

(300 mm)

gaps of 11.8”

* Due to continuous improvements, specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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1. Fixed Infill System dimensions
(standard)

post stainless steel

5.0”
3.54”
.4” thick clear
toughened glass

38”

1.57”

2. Fastlane Free Standing Infill System dimensions
(standard)

3. Fastlane Wall Mounted Infill
4.5”

Panel- Either: green silica acrylic
.8” thick or clear touchened glass
.4” thick
38”

20.5”

39.4”

37.8”

Vanity Cover
Stainless Steel

10.6”
2.4”

4.3”
Cable Channel

The Fastlane Wall Mounted Infill is available for gaps minimum of 11.8”
(300mm) to a maximum of 20” (500mm). Available in 1000, 1500, and
1800 tall Infill.

With thousands of systems installed on six
continents, Fastlane is a world leader in
elegant and intelligent optical turnstiles.

www.smartersecurity.com | 800.943.0043

Manufactured by Integrated Design
Limited. Fastlane is a registered
trademark of IDL, 1995.
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